**KOO LOGS OVER 1 MN DOWNLOADS IN 2 WEEKS OF LAUNCH IN BRAZIL**

Koo, a social media platform targeted at Indian diaspora, has crossed one million downloads in Brazil in just two weeks since its launch.

**NEW DELHI** 2

The Indian government has issued a new scheme to promote youth employment, with an estimated cost of Rs 3,300 crore. The scheme will be implemented across the country to generate employment opportunities for young people.

**JAGAN CALLS NAIIDU**

Coming down heavily on Naidu for emotionally blackmauling people for votes, the CM said that the Opposition leader's actions are similar to that of frustrated people who threaten to commit suicide by jumping from cell towers.

**Rs 3,300-cr projects on track**

Stone laid for fishing harbour at Bayaputippa & aqua varsity at Narasapuram

**RISHI SUNKAVELLA PLANS TO ATTEND HUNTING TALENT TO UK**

Basking in the recent success of “The Family Man 2”, the country’s most popular show on Amazon Prime Video, Sunkavelli is working on an offer to attract hunting talent from the UK.

**ROSE CRUSH OPEN FOR OFFER FOR NDTV TO OPEN ON TUESDAY**

A chance in final T20?

**ASSET MONETISATION OF RS 33,422 CR SO FAR, COAL MIN DEBTS WITH RS 17K CR**

The government has monetised assets worth Rs 33,422 crore and has written off Rs 17,000 crore in coal mines.

**JANHVI DANCES ON SAMI SAMI, TROLLS COMPARE HER TO RASHMIIKA**

The Supreme Court has made it clear that it will go ahead with the sale of NDTV shares. The court also ordered the government to transfer the shares to India Media and Entertainment (IME) Funds.

**162 lives lost in Indonesia**

A strong, shallow earthquake toppled several houses in the capital of Jakarta, killing at least 162 people and injuring hundreds of others.

**AJAY GOYAL ART STUDIO**

The studio provides art classes for children ranging from 3 to 11 years old, offering personalized instruction to help children develop their artistic skills.

**The majority of those who died were children.**

Many were public school students who had attended the same schools. A few dozen students were from the same class, and some were from the same group.
Tsai Ing-wen, the leader of the DPP, has been vocal in her criticism of China's policies in the region. She has repeatedly called for greater autonomy for Taiwan, asserting that it is a separate country from China. Tsai has also advocated for a softer approach to China, pushing for dialogue and economic cooperation rather than military confrontation. Her government has focused on improving the economy and addressing social issues, such as education and healthcare.

The DPP has made significant gains in recent elections, particularly among younger voters who see Tsai as a progressive leader. The party's rise has been fueled by concerns over China's growing influence in the region and a desire for greater self-determination. Despite these gains, Tsai faces significant challenges, including the complex task of balancing Taiwan's autonomy with the need for continued economic growth and political stability.
Inculcate values in kids, parents told

**Citizen Scheme**

As part of the Citizen Promotion scheme, the Vijayawada Municipal Corporation arranged a cake mixing ceremony at the Gandhi Park. The ceremony was attended by the Corporation authorities, creating a more open communication between the citizens and the government.

**Implement Old Pension Scheme, employees demand State govt**

The Andhra Pradesh Government Employers Service Association (APGEA) sought the State government to implement the Old Pension Scheme (OPS) given to Central government employees asking the government to extend every possible support and cooperation to the employees asking for the extension of the scheme.

**Superstar Krishna’s ashes immersed in River Krishna**

Superstar Krishna's ashes were immersed in the Krishna River on Monday. Usually, the fete is held at about 10 am from Hyderabad International Airport in Andhra Pradesh.

**Aqua products generated Rs 17,527 cr revenue**

The Krishna District Collector, P. Madhava Rao, has said that the district has produced over Rs 17,527.07 crore revenue. The Krishna River plays a vital role in the development of irrigation, which in turn gives rise to an increase in revenue.

**Cake mixing ceremony held at Loyola**

The Cake Mixing ceremony held at Loyola College was attended by the Commission for the promotion of values in schools, creating a more open communication between the citizens and the government.

**Karthika Vanabhojanam’ held at Srivari Mettu**

The ‘Karthika Vanabhojanam’ held at Srivari Mettu, under the guidance of Veerraju, director Trivikram Rao (Krishna brother), MP Galla Ramana, was a grand event attended by many dignitaries. The festival was held to celebrate the birthday of the legendary film actor, Superstar Krishna.

**Fisheries society president Boya Raju commissioned by state govt**

The Fisheries society president, Boya Raju, was commissioned by the state government to collect the details of the industries and the products generated from them.

**Apoorva, president of HELP, assured support on behalf of the state govt**

Apoorva, president of HELP, assured support on behalf of the state government for the industries and the products generated from them.

**State Women’s Commission chief Usha Jha interacts with women**

State Women’s Commission chief Usha Jha interacted with women and discussed various issues of concern, including violence against children and women, and the role of women in society.

**Chinta Govinda Rajulu, fisheries society president, was present**

Chinta Govinda Rajulu, fisheries society president, was present during the cake mixing ceremony held at Loyola College.

**Project artists rendered ‘Kartik Varnam’**

Project artists rendered ‘Kartik Varnam’ to mark the occasion.

**Fisheries society president Boya Raju and Vegetarian (P) N. Shanmukha Reddy (Galla Ramana) were present**

Boya Raju and Vegetarian (P) N. Shanmukha Reddy (Galla Ramana) were present during the cake mixing ceremony held at Loyola College.

**As a part of this, the VMC conducted tree plantation drives on its campuses**
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Minister for Municipal Administration & Urban Development A. Sivaprasad has told the municipal leaders that the government has taken all steps to extend support to the fishermen’s community and protect their rights.

A programme was organized in all the 145 mandals of the AP on Saturday to commemorate World Fisheries Day. The programme was started from the AP Secretariat premises and a bamboo pole, which has been raised in the premises for the last 17 years, was also hoisted.

The programme is aimed at creating awareness among the people about World Fisheries Day and the importance of the fisheries sector. The programme also emphasized the need for protecting the marine environment and the rights of the fishermen.

Speaking on the occasion, District Collector A. Sivaprasad said, “It is the duty of the government to protect the marine environment and the rights of the fishermen. The government has taken all steps to extend support to the fishermen’s community and protect their rights.”

The Collector said that the government has taken all steps to extend support to the fishermen’s community and protect their rights. He also emphasized the need for protecting the marine environment and the rights of the fishermen.

The programme was attended by all the officials of the district and the mandals. The programme was also attended by the fishermen who were present.
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Pradhan calls on industry to collaborate with institutes

Congress leaders remain unimpressed by Modi's tribal outreach

Governors hold Chandler office due to national consensus: Arif
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Mangaluru blast: Probe expands across 2 more southern states
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Tribal leaders under scanner in Punjab...
Sangh Parivar elements as vice chancellors and faculty members. The SC by a verdict Thiruvananthapuram, established in 1889 by the then Maharaja of Travancore and wing of the CPI(M) across Kerala to condemn the action of the Governor whom the CPI(M) cadres who seem to be going overboard in their fight against the Governor.

When she was transferred out. Is this how tomorrow’s citizens justify the unstoppable march of the Modi juggernaut and the concomitant diminishing of the wilderness. Therefore, Rahul’s wanderings may have a theme; there may be a long-term plan to get his hands on some sort of vulnerable position, perhaps even the Prime Minister’s. It is a known fact that leaders of a particular party must fight elections and act accordingly.

There are protests from the progressive states coupled with increases in offices; why shouldn’t the state of education, health care, and development made in a single State. Or companies but it should include educators, doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other professionals who don’t have to struggle for recognition.

When the leaders of the country are neglecting the underprivileged sections of society, it is the duty of the people to come forward and take up the cudgel for them. Medha Patkar’s joining the yatra attracts criticism from the BJP, who seem to be going overboard in their fight against the Governor.

The prime minister, too, seems to be going overboard in his fight against the Governor. The government becomes bitter, this might be the right time to play Shloka to the factum Acharya Devo Bhava? Are you listening, Mr Yechury?
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If Aam Aadmi Party and Congress have their way, Gujarat will be soon on its way down the slippery slope of insolvency.

Gujarat, an urbanized, pro-pollutant state, is in a financial mess due to the state government’s non-adoption of a comprehensive state energy policy and non-implementation of the Coalition for气候变化’s decarbonization strategies. The state’s government, led by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) under Chief Minister Vijay Rupani, has not only failed to address the state’s environmental challenges but has also compounded the problem by continuing to rely on fossil fuels for energy generation. This has led to a situation where the state’s economy is struggling to keep up with the demands of a rapidly growing population and a rising standard of living.

Recent analysis by the Pioneer shows that the state’s fiscal position is deteriorating rapidly, with the state government running a cumulative fiscal deficit of over Rs 9,000 crore in the current financial year. This is despite the fact that the state has been receiving substantial fiscal transfers from the central government, including a special package of Rs 12,000 crore announced in the recent Union Budget.

The Pioneer’s analysis highlights the need for immediate policy actions to address the state’s fiscal challenges. The state government should consider adopting a zero emission energy policy, which would include a complete switch to renewable energy sources, and also reduce its dependence on fossil fuels. This would not only help in reducing the state’s carbon footprint but also save the state from the financial burden of running inefficient and polluting thermal power plants.

The state government should also consider adopting a tax policy that is pro-environment, which would encourage the adoption of clean technologies and discourage the use of fossil fuels. This would not only help in reducing the state’s carbon footprint but also save the state from the financial burden of running inefficient and polluting thermal power plants.

The state government should also consider adopting a tax policy that is pro-environment, which would encourage the adoption of clean technologies and discourage the use of fossil fuels. This would not only help in reducing the state’s carbon footprint but also save the state from the financial burden of running inefficient and polluting thermal power plants.

In conclusion, the state government of Gujarat needs to take immediate action to address its fiscal challenges and adopt a pro-environment tax policy. This would not only help in reducing the state’s carbon footprint but also save the state from the financial burden of running inefficient and polluting thermal power plants.
Budget should focus on job creation, steps to broaden tax base: India Inc to FM

The Budget should focus on job creation, steps to broaden tax base and axing of indirect taxes, India Inc told Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Monday. The apex business lobby said the government should focus on the manufacturing sector, which is the backbone of the economy.

In an interaction with PTI, several business leaders said a part of the job creation budget should be reserved for the manufacturing sector. They added that a fund should be created to encourage manufacturing in the country.

India Inc also said that the government should focus on the elimination of indirect taxes, particularly the goods and services tax (GST) which has been a contentious issue for businesses.

“On job creation, we have suggested that a part of the pre-Budget meeting should be reserved for the manufacturing sector. A manufacturing package could be decided and implemented immediately. The government should also consider setting up a ‘fund of funds’ to encourage manufacturing in the country,” said the business leaders.

They added that the government should also focus on reducing indirect taxes, particularly the GST, which they said is a burden on businesses.

Retail GST, corporate income tax, excise duties and customs duties are some of the indirect taxes that India Inc is seeking to be eliminated.

India Inc also suggested that the government should focus on improving the ease of doing business in the country, which they said is a key issue for foreign investors.

They added that the government should also focus on improving the infrastructure in the country, which they said is crucial for businesses to operate efficiently.

As for the tax system, India Inc suggested that the government should focus on simplifying the tax regime and reducing compliance costs.

They added that the government should also focus on providing incentives to businesses to invest in new technologies and processes.

“India Inc is seeking a tax regime that is simple, predictable and stable,” said the business leaders.

As for the macroeconomic environment, India Inc suggested that the government should focus on maintaining a stable fiscal and monetary policy.

“India Inc is seeking a stable and predictable fiscal and monetary policy to provide certainty to businesses,” said the business leaders.

They added that the government should also focus on ensuring adequate liquidity in the financial system, which they said is crucial for businesses to access funding.

India Inc also suggested that the government should focus on ensuring a stable and predictable exchange rate, which they said is crucial for businesses that operate in a globalized economy.

As for the regulatory environment, India Inc suggested that the government should focus on ensuring a stable and predictable regulatory environment, which they said is crucial for businesses to operate efficiently.

They added that the government should also focus on ensuring adequate enforcement of laws and regulations, which they said is crucial for businesses to operate in a transparent and fair manner.

India Inc also suggested that the government should focus on providing adequate support to businesses in times of crisis, which they said is crucial for businesses to survive and thrive.
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3 days, 3 films: Kiara Advani runs on a tight schedule

T he year 2022 has been a remarkable year for Kiara Advani. The actress, who has been a part of some of the biggest films of the year, has now been bestowed with another honour. Last Film Show wins top prize at Hollywood’s Asian World Film Festival.

The eight-member jury awarded the festival’s top prize Best Picture to Last Film Show, jury gave their unanimous verdict and praised their script, direction and acting. The Red Sea International Film Festival (RIFF) in Jeddah, where he was presented with an Honorary Award for his exceptional contribution to the film industry, during the opening ceremony of the festival. The film is an ode to movie-going as well as why we loved cinema. It reminded us of cinema as an art form, a communal experience. “Said Janet Nepales and Pitof, festival’s top prize BEST PICTURE - SNOW LEOPARD.

The film opens in cinemas internationally from 20th January 2023.

Badshah of B-Town to be honored at the upcoming Red Sea IFF

Superstar Badshah has been awarded with the Red Sea International Film Festival’s top prize Best Picture for his film Last Film Show. The festival is an annual event that celebrates the best in Asian cinema, with films from across the region screened alongside international productions.

The festival has a track record of recognizing the talents of Asian filmmakers, and Badshah’s achievement further solidifies the festival’s commitment to supporting and elevating Asian cinema. The recognition comes after the actor and producer received multiple awards and accolades for his recent film Dunki, which went on to become one of the biggest hits of the year.

Badshah, who has established himself as one of the most successful and globally recognized Indian artists, has been actively involved in the film industry for many years. His dedication to cinema and his contributions to the industry have not gone unnoticed, and the Red Sea International Film Festival’s top prize is a testament to his hard work and talent.

The荣誉 is a significant achievement, not only for Badshah but also for the entire film industry, which is known for its rich history and culture. The recognition will undoubtedly inspire others in the industry to strive for excellence and push the boundaries of what is possible in cinema.

Badshah’s film Last Film Show was released in 2022 and went on to become one of the biggest hits of the year. The film was praised for its strong script, direction, and performances, and it was widely recognized for its impact on the audience.

In conclusion, the Red Sea International Film Festival’s top prize Best Picture for Last Film Show is a well-deserved recognition for Badshah and the entire cast and crew of the film. It is a testament to the talent and dedication of Asian filmmakers and highlights the importance of supporting and promoting cinema from the region.
A p proximately 5000 students apply for higher ed ucation each year, of whom 5% are admitted to the university. This means that only 1 out of every 20 applicants is admitted. Therefore, it is important to have a strong application. 

Applicant should be aware of the following:

1. The requirement for the student's country of origin.
2. The requirement for the student's country of origin.
3. The requirement for the student's country of origin.

After submitting the application, the student will be notified if they are accepted or rejected. If the student is accepted, they will receive a letter of acceptance, which will include the date of the beginning of the program and the expected duration of the program. If the student is rejected, they will receive a letter of rejection, which will include the reasons for the rejection.
New Zealand skipper Kane Williamson will be aiming to win his third world cup in a row, and will be looking to outsmart the top-ranked players in the squad. Mark Chapman has been ruled out of the game due to a shoulder injury, leaving the team with a significant impact on the game. England, on the other hand, is in a must-win scenario against New Zealand. Despite a positive start, they still have to find a way to stop the Kiwis from scoring too many runs in the death overs. New Zealand will take the field in the second T20 International match, against England. The game is set to be played on Monday, November 21, 2022, in Christchurch.

Jagadeesan breaks world record for most List A runs

Tamil Nadu batsman Jagadeesan isallas has smashed a world record for the highest unbeaten individual score in men's List A cricket, by batting for 440* against Tamil Nadu. The previous record was 254* by Wasim Jaffer in four hours and 53 minutes. Jagadeesan’s innings was finally ended by the umpire, PV Narayanan, with 10 overs remaining. The 38-year-old batsman is the fourth batsman to score 400 or more in List A cricket. He has also made a new mark by scoring 400 runs in a List A innings, which is the highest by a batter in a List A match. The previous highest was 399 by Wasim Jaffer in four hours and 53 minutes. Jagadeesan’s innings lasted for six hours and 30 minutes, and he scored 440 runs off 525 balls, with 35 fours and 23 sixes.

Djokovic wins sixth ATP Finals trophy

Serbian tennis player Novak Djokovic has won his sixth ATP Finals trophy, defeating Casper Ruud 7-5, 6-3 in Turin. This victory was Djokovic’s 19th Grand Slam title and 36th ATP title. The tournament was held in Italy from December 17-21, and Djokovic was one of the top eight players chosen to compete. The Serbian star has now won six of the last seven ATP Finals tournaments, and this win brings a cheque for $4.7 million to the last man standing.

Pak name mystery spinner for Eng Tests

Pakistan has named uncapped mystery spinner Ali Arif, a 28-year-old Leg-spinner from Multan, in its 18-man squad for the upcoming Test series against England. The young spinner has been in impressive form this season, and is likely to make his Test debut in the upcoming series. He has played for Yorkshire in the English County Championship, and has been in impressive form in the last few months.

Door opens for Warner’s Oz capany to be lifted

Australia’s Cricket Australia has announced that the ban on David Warner, the former Test vice-captain, has been lifted. Warner was initially barred from 12 months for his part in the Cape Town ball tampering scandal in 2018. The decision was made after Warner had served his suspension and showed signs of maturity and serious contrition. The Australian Cricket Board, which planned for Warner between 2018 and 2023, has reversed its decision to bar him for the next six years. The decision came after warner had expressed his remorse and committed to making amends for his actions.

Djokovic finishes troubled year with ‘satisfying’ ATP Finals title

Serbian tennis player Novak Djokovic has won his sixth ATP Finals trophy, defeating Casper Ruud 7-5, 6-3 in Turin. This victory was Djokovic’s 19th Grand Slam title and 36th ATP title. The tournament was held in Italy from December 17-21, and Djokovic was one of the top eight players chosen to compete. The Serbian star has now won six of the last seven ATP Finals tournaments, and this win brings a cheque for $4.7 million to the last man standing.
Marathi film Manikandan is the cinemaphotographer for the film. The web series on the set of Ponniyin Selvan is shot in a variety of locations, including a temple, a fort, and a nature reserve. The crew is experimenting with different lighting and camera angles to capture the grandeur of the story. The actors are excited to work on such a significant project and are looking forward to the shoot.

Karthik Sivakumar is a rising star in the Telugu film industry. He has starred in several successful films and has gained a reputation for his dedication and hard work. His latest film, the anthology series Meet Cute, is a collection of short stories that explore love and relationships. The film has received positive reviews for its strong performances and engaging narratives.

Nani's next, titled Prashanth Varma, is an anthology film that features five short films. The director, Nani, is known for his ability to create films with a unique vision and a strong narrative. Prashanth Varma is a film that explores different aspects of human emotions and relationships. The film is expected to release soon and promises to be a treat for the audience.

The makers of the film have been discussing the project for some time, and the director, Nani, has been working closely with the actors and crew to ensure that the final product is a masterpiece. The film is set to be a turning point in the director's career and is expected to take his filmography to new heights.

Meet Cute is a film that celebrates the power of love and the different ways it can manifest itself. The film features an ensemble cast of talented actors, including Kartik Aaryan, Janhvi Kapoor, Varun Dhawan, and Dhanush. The film is expected to release soon and promises to be a heartwarming watch for the audience.